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The paper describes the PARSEME-It corpus, developed within the PARSEME-It project which
aims at the development of methods, tools and resources for multiword expressions (MWE)
processing for the Italian language. The project is a spin-off of a larger multilingual project for
more than 20 languages from several language families, namely the PARSEME COST Action.
The first phase of the project was devoted to verbal multiword expressions (VMWEs). They are a
particularly interesting lexical phenomenon because of frequent discontinuity and long-distance
dependency. Besides they are very challenging for deep parsing and other Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks. Notably, MWEs are pervasive in natural languages but are particularly
difficult to be handled by NLP tools because of their characteristics and idiomaticity. They pose
many challenges to their correct identification and processing: they are a linguistic phenomenon
on the edge between lexicon and grammar, their meaning is not simply the addition of the
meanings of the single constituents of the MWEs and they are ambiguous since in several cases
their reading can be literal or idiomatic. Although several studies have been devoted to this topic,
to the best of our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to provide a general framework for the
identification of VMWEs in running texts and a comprehensive corpus for the Italian language.
1. Introduction
Multiword expressions (MWEs) represent a difficult lexical construction to identify,
model and treat in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, e.g., parsing (Constant,
Sigogne, and Watrin 2012), machine translation (Venkatapathy and Joshi 2006; Monti et
al. 2013; Mitkov et al. 2018) and keyphrase extraction (Newman et al. 2012), mainly due
to their non-compositional property. The lack of compositionality, which concerns the
lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and statistical level of analysis,
namely, (Baldwin 2006), characterizes the behaviour of such linguistic phenomena.
Different types of lexical constructions can be classified as MWEs, with different lev-
els of representation in each language based on their frequency and language-specificity
(Salehi, Cook, and Baldwin 2016), e.g., compound nouns are very common in languages
such as English (Copestake 2003; Ó Séaghdha 2008) and German (Im Walde, Müller, and
Roller 2013), light verb constructions (LVCs) in English (Butt 2010), Persian (Karimi-
Doostan 1997), and Italian (Alba-Salas 2002).
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Scholars usually do not converge on a unique definition and classification of MWEs
nor include in their classifications the same types of MWEs. For our study we refer to the
definition of MWEs as “lexical items that: (a) can be decomposed into multiple lexemes;
and (b) display lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and/or statistical idiomaticity1”
(Baldwin and Kim 2010).
Among these types, verbal multiword expressions (VMWEs) are particularly chal-
lenging and, as we will discuss in the next sections, a fine-grained classification is
needed. They may present different syntactic structures, e.g., prendere una decisione (to
make a decision), decisioni prese precedentemente (decisions made previously), may be
continuous and discontinuous, e.g., andare e venire (to come and go) versus andare in
malora (go to ruin) in Luigi ha fatto andare la società in malora (Luigi made the company
go ruin), may have a literal and figurative meaning, e.g., abboccare all’amo (to take the
bait). Moreover, these units have language-specific features and are generally modelled
according to descriptive categories developed by different traditions of linguistic stud-
ies.
In this paper, we describe the PARSEME-It VMWE corpus2, which represents the
main outcome of the PARSEME-It project3, a spin-off project of the European IC1207
COST4 action PARSEME5, carried out by the UNIOR NLP Research Group6. The main
aim of the project is i) to bridge the gap between linguistic precision and computational
efficiency in NLP applications by investigating the syntactic and semantic representa-
tion of MWEs in language resources and ii) the integration of MWE analysis in syntactic
parsing and translation technology. Deliverables include mainly enhanced monolingual
language resources (lexicons, grammars and annotated corpora) in Italian or multilin-
gual linguistic resources with the Italian language. The UNIOR NLP Research group,
together with the language leaders working on other languages, has contributed to
developing the general and language-specific guidelines for the PARSEME annotation
process.
We discuss related researches in linguistic studies on VMWEs and more in general in
MWE processing, including a description of the PARSEME COST Action and its aims
(Section 2). Then, the PARSEME-It corpus (Section 3) is introduced. In Section 4, we
present the VMWE categories included in the annotation scheme and in Section 5 the
annotation guidelines, the identification tests and decision trees used. The description
of the annotation process (Section 6) and annotation issues (Section 7), the analysis
of productive categories and borderline cases (Section 8) follow. Finally, we discuss
conclusions and future work (Section 9).
2. Related Work
As a diverse and complex phenomenon present in all natural languages (Jackendoff
1997; Sag et al. 2002), MWEs have attracted the interest of many disciplines.
1 As defined by Lyse and Andersen (2012), "statistical idiomacity is the phenomenon of particular
combinations of words occurring with markedly higher frequency in comparison to alternative phrasings
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Recently Constant et al. (2017) proposed a classification including MWE categories
which are non-exhaustive and may overlap:
r Idiom: a group of lexemes whose meaning is established by convention
and cannot be deduced from the individual lexemes composing the
expression (e.g., tirare le cuoia→ to kick the bucket).r Light-verb construction: it is formed by a head verb with light semantics
that becomes fully specified when combined with a (directly or indirectly)
dependent predicative noun (e.g., fare una passeggiata→ to take a walk).r Verb-particle construction: it comprises a verb and a particle, usually a
preposition or adverb, which modifies the meaning of the verb and which
needs not be immediately adjacent to it (e.g., buttare giù→ to swallow).
Verb-particle constructions are also referred to as phrasal verbs.r Compound: a lexeme formed by the juxtaposition of adjacent lexemes,
occasionally with morphological adjustments (e.g., carta di credito→ credit
card). Compounds can be subdivided according to their syntactic function.
Thus, nominal compounds are headed by a noun (e.g., lettera aperta→
open letter) whereas noun compounds and verb compounds are
concatenations of nouns (e.g., treno merci→ freight train) or verbs (e.g.,
lasciar andare→ let go). Some authors (Stymne, Cancedda, and Ahrenberg
2013; Shapiro 2016; Gagné and Spalding 2009) refer to closed compounds
when they are composed of a single token (e.g., banconota→ banknote),
and open compounds when they consist of lexemes separated by spaces or
hyphens (e.g., fuggi-fuggi→ rush).r Complex function word: it is a function word formed by more than one
lexeme, encompassing multiword conjunctions (e.g., non appena→ as soon
as), prepositions (e.g., fino a→ up until), and adverbials (e.g., in linea di
massima→ by and large).r Multiword named entity: a multiword linguistic expression that rigidly
designates an entity in the world, typically including people,
organizations, and locations (e.g., Organizzazione delle Nazioni Unite→
United Nations).r Multiword term: a multiword designation of a general concept in a
specific subject field (e.g., missione scientifica a breve termine→ short-term
scientific mission).
More specifically, MWEs are characterized by a set of properties, pointed out by
Markantonatou et al. (2018), which increase the difficulty of their automatic processing:
1. Semantic non-compositionality. In numerous cases, the meaning of
VMWEs cannot be deduced on the basis of their syntactic structure and of
the meanings of their components. For instance, the meaning of me lo ha
detto l’uccellino (a bird told me that) as qualcuno me lo ha detto in segreto
(someone told me that in secret) cannot be deduced by the meanings of
dire (tell) and uccellino (little bird).
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2. Lexical and grammatical inflexibility7. Lexical and syntactic constraints
of VMWEs may be unpredictable, e.g., ha messo il carro davanti ai buoi (lit.
‘he put the cart in front of the oxen’→ he put the cart in front of the horse)
e non *ha messo i carri davanti ai buoi (lit. ‘he put the carts in front of the
oxen’) or *ha messo il calesse davanti ai buoi (lit. ‘he put the calesh in front of
the oxen’).
3. Regular variability. Even though VMWEs present lexical and grammatical
inflexibility, they may present some regular variability as well, e.g.,
prendere una decisione (to make a decision): La decisione che prendemmo (the
decision we made).
4. Discontinuity. Elements in a VMWE may not be adjacent, e.g., fornire un
contributo (to make a contribution): Ha fornito un rilevante contributo al
progetto (He made a significant contribution to the project).
5. Categorical ambiguity. VMWEs sharing the same syntactic structure and
lexical choices, as in fare un discorso (to give a speech) and fare un dolce (to
make a cake), may belong to different categories, i.e., fare un discorso is a
light verb construction, while fare un dolce is not an MWE in that the
element co-occurring with the verb is a concrete noun (Ninio 2011).
6. Syntactic ambiguity. VMWE occurrences may be syntactically ambiguous,
e.g., giù is an adverb in buttare giù la palla and a particle in buttare giù un
boccone, where it takes the meaning of to swallow.
7. Literal-idiomatic ambiguity. Some VMWEs may present both a literal and
idiomatic meaning, e.g., Ha preso il toro per le corna (lit. ‘he took the bull by
its horns’→ grasp the nettle).
8. Non-literal translatability. VMWEs usually may not be translated by
means of a word-for-word process. Il mattino ha l’oro in bocca (lit. ‘the
morning has gold in its mouth’→ the early bird catches the worm).
9. Cross-lingual divergence. VMWE behaviours change across different
languages, as they are the result of different linguistic traditions. For
instance, in Germanic languages off has a status of stand-alone word and
forms verb-particle constructions, while in Slavic languages is a prefix and
becomes an inherent part of verbal lexemes (Markantonatou et al. 2018) as
in (PL) wyłączyć ‘part. connect’→ turn off).
10. Wordplay proneness. VWMEs allow playful usage and creativity in some
specific contexts. For instance, vuole che rimetta tutto nel sacco dopo che l’ho
svuotato (lit. ‘He wants me to put everything again in the bag after I have
emptied it’) from svuotare il sacco with the idiomatic meaning of to blow the
whistle.
Two threads of research are relevant to our work: (i) linguistic studies on Italian
VMWEs, mainly with the contribution of scholars working on the Italian language;
and (ii) MWE Processing. The former aims at presenting current research outputs in
7 Sheinfux et al. (2019) provide an interesting discussion on the concept of inflexibility of VMWEs, starting
from the work by Gibbs et al. (1989) and Nunberg et al. (1994).
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contrastive/comparative analyses and synchronic and diachronic studies. The latter
takes into account computational researches on MWE processing, as the developed
corpus is intended to improve the automatic processing of these linguistic phenomena.
Linguistic Studies on VMWEs. Several scholars have investigated different categories
of Italian VMWEs, focusing on both syntactic and semantic aspects. Among these
works, we may distinguish contrastive and comparative analyses, and synchronic and
diachronic studies.
In the first group, most of the scholars propose a comparison with Germanic languages
(Mateu and Rigau 2010), mainly for describing verb-particle constructions, that repre-
sent a very common phenomenon in this family.
On the other hand, synchronic and diachronic studies include analyses of: (i) verb-
particle constructions (Simone 1997; Masini 2005; Iacobini and Masini 2005; Quaglia
and Trotzke 2017), (ii) idiomatic constructions (Tabossi, Arduino, and Fanari 2011; Vietri
2014c) with either ordinary or support verbs (Vietri 2014a), (iii) support, or light, verbs,
which represent a wider phenomenon and, for this reason, they have been largely
analysed (La Fauci 1980; D’Agostino and Elia 1998; Cicalese 1999; Alba-Salas 2004; Jezek
2004; Quochi 2007; Cicalese et al. 2016).
Reflexive verbs in Italian have been investigated as occurrences of non-local anaphora
(Reuland 1990) and considering their syntactic classification (Carstea-Romascanu 1977).
To the best of our knowledge only a limited number of monolingual language resources
with multiwords for the Italian language have been developed such as a dictionary
for Italian idioms (Vietri 2014b), a series of example corpora and a database of MWEs
represented around morphosyntactic patterns (Zaninello and Nissim 2010), or a corpus
annotated with Italian MWEs of a particular class: verb-noun expressions such as fare
riferimento, dare luogo and prendere atto (Taslimipoor et al. 2016). With reference to Italian
word combinations, it is worth mentioning the CombiNET project8, which represents
an important contribution to MWE extraction from Italian corpora (Nissim, Castagnoli,
and Masini 2014), and SYMPAThy, a new approach to the extraction of this type of
occurrences (Lenci et al. 2014). At the time of writing, therefore, the PARSEME-It VMWE
corpus represents the first sample of a corpus, which includes several types of VMWEs,
specifically developed for NLP applications.
MWE Processing. MWEs have been the focus of the PARSEME COST Action, which
enabled the organization of an international and highly multilingual research commu-
nity (2015). This community launched in 2017 the first edition of the PARSEME shared
task on automatic identification of VMWEs (Savary et al. 2017), which was replicated
in 2018 (Ramisch et al. 2018) with the aim of developing universal terminologies,
guidelines and methodologies for several languages, including the Italian language. To
increase the computational efficiency of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applica-
tions, PARSEME focused on a special class of Multiword Expressions, namely VMWEs.
The main outcomes include unified definitions and annotation guidelines for several
types of VMWEs, as well as a large multilingual openly available VMWE annotated
corpus.
In the first edition, eighteen languages were addressed, including 4 non-Indo-
European languages. The task was co-located with the 13th Workshop on Multiword
Expressions (MWE 2017) (Markantonatou et al. 2017), which took place during the
8 https://sites.google.com/site/enwcin/home
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European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics (EACL 2017). A
corpus of 5.5 million tokens and 60,000 VMWE annotations in the 18 languages was
released and distributed under different versions of the Creative Commons license.
In the second edition the annotation methodology was enhanced and the set of
languages was changed reaching twenty languages. The task was co-located with the
Joint Workshop on Linguistic Annotation, Multiword Expressions and Constructions
(LAW-MWE-CxG-2018) (Savary et al. 2018) at COLING 2018 (Santa Fe, USA). A corpus
of 6 million tokens and 79,000 VMWE annotations in the 20 languages was released and
also, in this case, it is distributed under different versions of the Creative Commons
license.
A focused overview of how MWEs are handled in NLP applications, with particular
attention to the nature of interactions between MWE processing and downstream ap-
plications in NLP, such as MWE parsing and Machine Translation (MT) can be found in
Constant et al. (2017).
With reference to MT, MWE-aware technologies have been proved successful in
several cases (Pal, Naskar, and Bandyopadhyay 2013; Cap et al. 2015). In order to
improve the quality of translation, various strategies, depending on the MT paradigm,
have been proposed to overcome problems related to MWE processing (Ren et al. 2009;
Kordoni and Simova 2014; Ramisch, Besacier, and Kobzar 2013; Barreiro et al. 2014).
Also in neural approaches to MT, some recent contributions show that the proper
handling of MWE improves the translation of MWEs by adding synthetic MWE data to
the training corpora (Rikters and Bojar 2017) or by annotation and data augmentation,
using external linguistic resources (Zaninello and Birch 2020).
Finally, the workshop series titled Multiword Units in Machine Translation and Trans-
lation Technology (MUMTTT) (Monti et al. 2013; Pastor et al. 2015; Monti et al. 2018;
Pastor et al. 2019) and the recent volume on the same topic (Mitkov et al. 2018) provide
an overview of state-of-the-art research in this field and highlight the importance of
proper computational treatment of these lexical units in MT and translation technology
(TT).
Besides NLP tasks, cross-lingual studies of multiwords and automatic extraction of
translation equivalents represent an important field of research. With the aim of build-
ing MWE repositories, Wehrli and Villavicencio (2015) propose an extraction method-
ology based on aligned corpora for English, Portuguese and French. They combine a
symbolic parser with a high-recall statistically-based extraction method and identify
correspondences in the language pairs using alignment and distributional methods (de
Caseli et al. 2010; Laranjeira et al. 2014).
Acknowledging the diversity of idiomatic structures,Villavicenzio et al. (2004) pro-
pose a framework for the cross-lingual collection of idioms and mapping of their
equivalent parts which allows the identification of similarity at semantic, syntactic and
lexical levels.
Statistical methods have been applied to parallel corpora (Wehrli and Villavicencio
2015) to evaluate their cross-lingual applicability for idiomatic pattern identification,
while Taslimipoor et al. (2016) improve the performance of monolingual association
measures by augmenting them with information about translation equivalents and
using them to produce a ranking of expressions according to their idiomaticity.
3. PARSEME-It VMWE Corpus
This section outlines the PARSEME-It VMWE corpus (version 1.1), annotated with
VMWEs for the Italian language. As described in the previous sections, the corpus is
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the main outcome of the PARSEME-It project together with the general and language-
specific guidelines for the PARSEME annotation process.
The corpus is based on a selection of texts taken from the PAISÀ corpus of Italian
web texts9 (Lyding et al. 2014). We chose this corpus because its documents are:
1. representative of different web sources, e.g., Wikibooks, Wikinews,
Wikiversity, and several blog services from different websites, collected in
2010 by means of a Creative Commons-focused web crawling, and a
targeted collection of documents from specific websites;
2. dedicated to no specific technical domain, free from copyright issues, so as
to be compatible with an open license;
3. annotated in CoNLL format, i.e. lemmatized, POS-tagged and annotated
with syntactic dependencies.
For our annotation task, we selected a sub-corpus formed by 15,728 sentences (corre-
sponding to 430,789 tokens) randomly taken from blogs, Wikipedia and Wikinews. Due
to the heterogeneous sources, e.g., social media, blogs, forum posts, consumer reviews,
texts present variable characteristics: inconsistent punctuation and capitalization, use
of slang and technical jargons, specific syntactic constructions related to genres. Nev-
ertheless, the corpus was kept in its original state and therefore no errors or incon-
sistencies were corrected. The automatically pre-annotated information in the original
corpus, namely morpho-syntactic and dependency annotations10, were kept to ease the
annotation work regarding the identification of VMWEs, but we asked annotators not to
overestimate the system’s performances, and to review the whole text, not only the pre-
annotated candidates, namely all the verbs (V). A dedicated tag in FLAT, the web-based
annotation environment used in the project (Section 6), was defined for this purpose.
The objective was to have a final corpus of at least 3,500 annotated VMWEs. Since
the density of VMWEs in the corpus is highly dependent on the particular language, as
well as text choice and genre, we were not able to make any reliable estimation of the
corpus size needed to reach this goal from the beginning of the task.
4. VMWE Categories
For the Italian VMWE annotation task, according to the PARSEME guidelines, multi-
word expressions are understood as (continuous or discontinuous) sequences of words
with the following compulsory properties:
r their component words include a head word and at least one other
syntactically related word. Most often the relation they maintain is a
syntactic (direct or indirect) dependency but, for instance, it can also be a
coordination.
9 https://www.corpusitaliano.it/en/
10 The tag sets for such annotation have been developed by the Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale
"Antonio Zampolli" (ILC-CNR) and the University of Pisa in the framework of the TANL (Text Analytics
and Natural Language processing) project.
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r they show some degree of orthographic, morphological, syntactic or
semantic idiosyncrasy with respect to what is considered general grammar
rules of a language.r at least two components of such a word sequence have to be lexicalized.
Only the lexicalized components11 were annotated and open slots12 ignored, as in
prendere qualcuno di sorpresa, only prendere ... di sorpresa are annotated, while qualcuno
is not because it can be replaced by a noun or a pronoun. Collocations, i.e., word
co-occurrences whose idiosyncrasy is of statistical nature only (e.g., the graphic shows,
drastically drop, etc.), were excluded from annotation as well. Therefore, the VMWE
which have been annotated for the Italian language are:
1. Light verb constructions (LVC), which typically consist of a verb and a
noun or prepositional phrase, e.g., fare una domanda (to make a question).
The verb has a purely syntactic operator function (performing an activity
or being in a state), whereas the noun is predicative, often referring to an
event (e.g., decision, visit) or a state (e.g., fear, courage). This category has
two subclasses: i) LVCs in which the verb is semantically totally bleached
(LVC.full), e.g. fare una passeggiata (to have a walk) and ii) LVCs in which
the verb adds a causative meaning to the noun (LVC.cause), e.g. dare il mal
di testa (to give a headache);
2. Idioms (VID), which have at least two lexicalized components including a
head verb and at least one of its arguments, e.g., tirare le cuoia (to kick the
bucket), piovere a catinelle (to rain cats and dogs);
3. Inherently reflexive verbs (IRV), account for those reflexive verbal
constructions (a) which are never used without a reflexive clitic pronoun
e.g., suicidarsi (to suicide), or (b) when the IRV and non-reflexive versions
have clearly different senses or subcategorization frames e.g., farsi (to take
drugs) while the non-pronominal form, fare, means to make.
4. Verb particle combinations (VPC), which are formed by a lexicalized head
verb and a lexicalized particle dependent on the verb. The meaning of the
VPC is non-compositional. Notably, the change in the meaning of the verb
goes significantly beyond adding the meaning of the particle, e.g., fare fuori
(lit. ‘to do out’→ to kill). This type of construction is very frequent in
English, German, Swedish, Hungarian, but we can find it also in Italian.
The VPC category is split in two subcategories as well: fully
non-compositional VPCs (VPC.full), in which the particle totally changes
the meaning of the verb as in fare fuori and semi non-compositional VPCs
(VPC.semi), in which the particle adds a partly predictable but non-spatial
11 According to Savary and Cordeiro (2018), the lexicalized components of an MWE are those which are
always realized by the same lexeme. For instance in to pay a visit the head verb is always a form of pay
and the object is always visit: these two elements are therefore lexicalized components of the VMWE.
12 An open slot (Savary and Cordeiro 2018) is a component of a compulsory argument which can be
realized by a free lexeme taken from a relatively large semantic class. If we consider again the example of
the VMWE to pay a visit, an open slot is represented by the determiner a, which can be freely replaced, as
in paid many visits.
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meaning to the verb like in tirare avanti (to go on) since the preposition
avanti no longer owns its spatial meaning (forward).
5. Multi Verb Constructions (MVC), which are composed by a sequence of
two adjacent verbs (in a language-dependent order), a governing verb
(also called a vector verb) and a dependent verb (also called a pole/polar
verb), e.g. lasciar perdere (lit. ‘let lose’→ to forget).
6. Inherently Adpositional Verbs (IAV), which consist of a verb or VMWE
and an idiomatic selected preposition or postposition that is either always
required like in appartenere a (to belong to) or, if absent, changes the
meaning of the verb of VMWE significantly, like in contare su where the
preposition su is required to express the meaning of ’to rely on’ compared
to the verb without the preposition which means to count. It is a special
optional and experimental category, corresponding to what is sometimes
called in English prepositional verbs13.
Besides these categories, shared by all languages involved in the PARSEME COST Ac-
tion, language specific categories have been introduced in edition 1.1 of the PARSEME
Shared Task. For the annotation of the Italian language, the Inherently Clitic Verbs
(LS.ICV) category was proposed and carefully defined by means of linguistic tests that
allow to distinguish this category from IRVs.
A language specific category: Inherently clitic verbs. LS.ICVs are an extremely rich and
varied VMWE category for some Romance languages, and they are particularly frequent
in the Italian language (Masini 2015).
LS.ICVs together with IRVs are pronominal verbs (De Mauro 2000): they are formed
by a full verb combined with one or more non-reflexive clitics that represent the
pronominalization of one or more complements (CLI) (Viviani 2006; Berruto 1987).
LS.ICV is annotated when (a) the verb never occurs without one non-reflexive clitic,
e.g. entrarci colloquial form, or (b) when the LS.ICV and the non-clitic versions have
clearly different senses or subcategorization frames, like entrarci when it means to be
relevant to something, while the intransitive form of the verb entrare means to enter.
It is often challenging to distinguish LS.ICV from IRV, particularly because some clitics
may be ambiguous, like se/si (Cinque 1988; Cordin 2001; Pescarini 2015) which is a poly-
functional clitic pronoun and grammatical marker (and can have a reflexive, reciprocal,
impersonal, passivizing, aspectual, and middle function).
The following verbs are annotated as LS.ICV:
r The verb without the CLI does not exist, e.g., infischiarsene (do not worry
about) vs *infischiare, *infischiarsi;r The verb without the CLI does exist, but has a very different meaning as in
prenderle (lit. ‘to take them’→ to be beaten) vs prendere (to take) or prenderci
(lit. ‘to take it’→ to grasp the truth) vs prendere (to take);
13 Schneider, N., Green, M., 2015, New Guidelines for Annotating Prepositional Verbs,
https://github.com/nschneid/nanni/wiki/Prepositional-Verb-Annotation-Guidelines
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r The verb has more than one CLI of which the second one is an invariable
object complement, like in fregarsene (lit. ‘to matter self of-it’→ do not care
about) or infischiarsene (do not worry about);r The verb has two non-reflexive invariable CLIs, like in farcela (lit ’to make
there it’→ to succeed);r The verb has a different meaning with respect to an intensive use of the
same two non-reflexive invariable CLIs, like in andarsene (lit. ’to go away
self from-there’→ to die) vs andarsene (to go away) or bersela (lit. ’to drink
self it’,→ to believe) vs bersela (to drink it).
A language-specific decision tree to annotate LS.ICV occurrences was developed, as
described in Section 5.
5. Annotation Guidelines and Decision Trees
The PARSEME annotation guidelines have been developed with the aim of delivering
general definitions and prescriptions for the annotation of VMWEs in all languages
involved in the shared task, but, at the same time, of allowing language-specific de-
scriptions of these linguistic phenomena (Savary et al. 2017). We describe here the
guidelines and methodologies used for the second annotation trial of the Shared Task,
which introduced some novelties to cover a wider range of VMWEs, left apart in the
first edition. The improvements of the second edition were particularly valuable for
the data collection carried out on the Italian language, because they addressed some
peculiarities of the Italian language which were not considered previously, such as the
LS.ICV category.
For the second edition of PARSEME annotation task, the following categories were
identified:
1. two universal categories, common to all languages involved in the task
and hold both LVC categories, namely LVC.full, and LVC.cause, and
idioms (VID);
2. three quasi-universal categories, relevant for some languages or language
families but non-existent or very exceptional in others. This category
encompasses IRV, the two subclasses of VPCs, namely VPC.full and
VPC.semi and finally MVC;
3. the optional VMWEs category IAV;
4. language-specific categories, defined for a particular language in separate
documentation, as in the case of the Italian language, the LS.ICV.
5.1 Identification tests
In order to ease the identification and categorisation task of VMWEs, a decision method
was devised with generic and language-specific tests. Generic tests consider general
criteria that are valid for all languages, while language-specific tests consider struc-
tural, lexical, morphological and syntactic features that are specific for the individual
languages. Each iteration of the annotation process includes three steps:
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1. Identification of a VMWE candidate, i.e., a combination of a verb with at
least one other word, which is a potential VMWE;
2. Identification of the lexicalized elements of the expression;
3. Assignment of the VMWE to one of the VMWE categories, using general
and language specific tests.
The first two steps largely rely on the annotator’s linguistic intuition and knowledge.
As reported by Markantonatou et al. (2018), the identification of a VMWE, regardless of
the category, may be accomplished by five generic tests on compositional aspects.r Test 1 [ CRAN] : Presence of a cranberry word, e.g., mangiare a ufo (to eat
without paying)→ a ufo is not a stand-alone word;r Test 2 [ LEX] : Lexical inflexibility, e.g., non dire gatto se non ce l’hai nel sacco
(lit. ‘don’t say cat if you don’t have in the sack’→ don’t count on
something before it happens) vs *non dire cane se non ce l’hai nel sacco (lit.
‘don’t say dog if you don’t have in the sack’);r Test 3 [ MORPH] : Morphological inflexibility, e.g., andare a letto con le
galline (lit. ‘to go to bed with the hens’→ to go to bed early) vs *andare a
letto con la gallina (to go to bed with the hen);r Test 4 [ MORPHOSYNT] : Morpho-syntactic inflexibility, e.g., farò del mio
meglio (I will do my best) vs *Farò del tuo meglio (*I will do your best);r Test 5 [ SYNT] : Syntactic inflexibility, e.g., vivi e lascia vivere (live and let
live)→ *lascia vivere e vivi (let live and live).
Besides these five tests, a specific hypothesis has been formulated to identify LVC
candidates, which do not pass Tests 1 and 3-5 and for which Test 2 is hard to apply
due to their high productivity, even though they present some restrictions.
LVC hypothesis: In a verb+(prep)+noun candidate the verb is a pure syntactic operator
and the noun expresses an activity or a state, e.g. fare un discorso (to make a speech). If
a candidate group passes any of the previous tests, it can be annotated as VMWE. To
confirm the LVC hypothesis a specific test, namely Test 6 described in Section 5.2, has to
be applied.
5.2 Category Decision Trees
In order to select a category for the identified VMWEs, a decision tree formed of both
structural and category tests is provided (Figure 1). The decision tree is formed by a set
of tests which help the annotator to identify and annotate VMWE candidates.
Tests S.1-S.4 (prev. 6-8) are structural, which means that the categorization is based
on the syntactic structure of VMWE canonical form and defined by means of four tests:r Test S.1 (prev. 6) [1HEAD]: Presence of a unique verb functioning as the
syntactic head of the whole expression, e.g., fare fuori (lit. ‘to make out’→
to kill)→ fare is the head and fuori is a particle depending on it;r Test S.2 (prev. 7) [1DEP]: Among the phrases dependent on the head verb
exactly one contains lexicalised components, e.g., prendere in considerazione
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Figure 1
Decision tree for VMWE categorization
(to take into consideration)→ the single dependent is a prepositional
phrase, in considerazione;r Test S.3 [LEX-SUBJ]: a single lexicalized (functional) syntactic dependent
of the head verb is its subject, e.g., me lo ha detto l’uccellino (a bird told me)
→ l’uccellino (a bird) is the subject of ha detto;r Test S.4 (prev. 8) [CATEG] Morphosyntactic category of the verb’s
dependent. This is a closed list of different values, namely (i) reflexive
clitic (refl), e.g., suicidarsi (to suicide), (ii) particle (part), e.g., far fuori (lit.
‘to make out’→ to kill), (iii) no lexicalized dependent, e.g., lasciar andare
(lit. ‘to let go’→ to unhand), (iv) adposition (preposition or postposition,
as opposed to a particle), e.g., confidare su (to trust in), (v) extended
nominal phrase, e.g., rompere il silenzio (to break the silence)→ il silenzio is
a noun phrase composed of an article and a singular noun, (vi), e.g.,
adjective vedere nero (to see black), (vii) adverb, e.g., fare passi avanti (lit. ‘to
make steps forward’→ to progress), (viii) pronoun, e.g., farcela (lit. ‘to
make it’→ to manage), (ix) verb with a lexicalised dependent including
fully lexicalized clauses, e.g., non avere peli sulla lingua (lit. ‘not have hair on
the tongue’→ to be outspoken), (x) other.
The other tests, i.e., VID-specific tests, LVC-specific decision trees, IRV-specific tests,
VPC-specific tests, and MVC-specific tests are categorial and allow to categorize each of
the classes identified initially. A complete analysis of those decision trees is provided by
Markantonatou et al. (2018). Among these tests, we present the one created to classify
the Italian language-specific category of ICVs.
The annotation of LS.ICV was performed following a specific decision tree14 (Figure
2).
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Figure 2
LS.ICV-specific decision tree
r Test LS.ICV.1 [CL-INHERENT]: the verb does exist only in the form with
the clitic, e.g., infischiarsene (not worry about) vs *infischiare.r Test LS.ICV.2 [CL-DIFF-SENSE]: the verb without the clitic exists but has a
different meaning, e.g. prenderle (lit. ‘to take them’→ be beaten) vs prendere
(take).r Test LS.ICV.3 [CL-DIFF-SUBCAT]: the subcategorization frame15 of the
verb without the clitic is different from the subcategorization of the same
verb with the clitic, e.g., X se la prende con Y (X is angry with Y) vs X prende
Y (X takes Y).
In the training corpus 20 different LS.ICV were annotated manually, such as farcela,
rimetterci, fregarsene among others.
6. Annotation Process and Inter-Annotator Agreement
For the annotation of the PARSEME-It VMWE corpus we used FLAT16, a web-based
linguistic annotation environment based around the FoLiA format17 a rich XML-based
format for linguistic annotation. FLAT is a document-centric tool that fully preserves
and visualises document structure and allows users to view annotated FoLiA docu-
ments and enrich these documents with new annotations (Figure 3)18: it offers a wide
variety of linguistic annotation types supported through the FoLiA paradigm.
The annotation task for the Italian language was performed in five different stages:
15 A subcategorization frame of a verb describes how syntactic arguments are realized as the verb’s
dependents, for a given sense of the verb. A subcategorization frame indicates morphological and
syntactic features of a verb’s dependents, namely the required prepositions, postpositions and case
markers of the subject, direct and oblique objects.
https://parsemefr.lis-lab.fr/parseme-st-guidelines/1.1/?page=glossary#subcat-frame
16 FLAT is an open-source software developed at the Centre of Language and Speech Technology, Radboud
University Nijmegen and is licensed under the GNU Public License v3 -
http://flat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
17 http://proycon.github.io/folia
18 Translation of the example in fig. 3: Perhaps, inadvertently, Monckton and Fielding did not make such a foolish
request.
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1. The PARSEME Annotation guidelines were agreed on19 and examples for
the Italian language were added in order to ease the annotation task by the
Italian annotators. To this end, a two-phase pilot annotation in Italian was
Figure 3
Example of annotated data in FLAT
carried out. This step was useful in identifying the Italian VMWE
categories to be annotated, but also to promote cross-language
convergences with the other languages foreseen in the shared task. Each
pilot annotation phase provided feedback from annotators and was
followed by enhancements of the guidelines, corpus format and
processing tools.
2. A pre-processing step of the PAISÀ corpus was needed. Although the
tokenization follows the original tokenization of the PAISÀ corpus, some
pre-processing has been applied to the original files of the corpus in order
to split compound prepositions (dei, nei, delle, etc.), e.g., dei is split in the
preposition di + the determiner i to allow the annotation of the preposition
only, for instance, as lexicalised component of IAVs. To this end, we added
new tokens corresponding to the components of the compound
prepositions (see example below20 in Table 1-2) and we also realigned all
the dependency index: the heuristic being used is that the preposition is
the head of the prepositional article (all tokens pointing to the
prepositional article will point to the preposition in the split version and
the determiner also points to the preposition). For instance the original
CONLL-U sentence in Table 121. In addition, we also introduced the
Table 1
Original CoNLL-U sentence
Rank Surf Lemma PosG PosF Morph DepIndex DepLabel
1 Perchè Perchè C CS _ 4 mod
2 la il R RD num=s|gen=f 3 det
3 ragione ragione S S num=s|gen=f 4 subj
4 sta stare V V num=s|per=3|mod=i|ten=p 0 ROOT
5 nel in E EA num=s|gen=m 4 comp
6 mezzo mezzo S S num=s|gen=m 5 prep
7 no no B BN _ 4 neg
8 ? ? F FS _ 4 punc
SpaceAfter=No tag on the word preceeding a clitic belonging to the
19 http://parsemefr.lif.univ-mrs.fr/parseme-st-guidelines/1.0/?page=home
20 source: https://gitlab.com/parseme/sharedtask-data//tree/master/1.1/IT
21 For more information about CoNLL-U format, see https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
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Table 2
Transformed sentence
Rank Surf Lemma PosG PosF Morph DepIndex DepLabel
1 Perché Perché C CS _ 4 mod
2 la il R RD num=s|gen=f 3 det
3 ragione ragione S S num=s|gen=f 4 subj
4 sta stare V V num=s|per=3|mod=i|ten=p 0 ROOT
5-6 nel _ _ _ _ _ _
5 in in E E _ 4 comp
5 il il R RD _ 5 det
7 mezzo mezzo S S num=s|gen=m 5 prep
8 no no B BN _ 4 neg
9 ? ? F FS _ 4 punc
same token, e.g., lavar-si. These are annotated as two separate words in the
original corpus.
3. The annotation task of the training set (approx. 14,000 sentences) was
manually performed in running texts using the FLAT environment by five
Italian native speakers with linguistic background. Each annotator was
given a certain number of files, containing 1,000 sentences in CoNLL
format. All the doubts about the annotation were collected in a shared file
and discussed during the annotation phase. Difficulties in annotating
VMWE mainly concerned (i) the boundaries of the VMWE such as in Sei
ovviamente nel pieno diritto di esprimere [...] where it is difficult to decide if
the VMWE should be sei ... nel ... diritto or sei ... nel pieno diritto, (ii) the
category attribution concerning, for instance, the fare + N VMWE type
since in some cases the category is LVC such as in fare rumore and in some
others is VID such as in fare schifo, (iii) the identification of nested VMWEs
like in Mi guardo bene where the annotator has to decide if in the VID
guardarsi bene there is also a IRV guardarsi or not.
4. A few files were double-annotated to evaluate the inter-annotator
agreement (IAA).
5. Further 1,000 sentences were used as test-set during the shared task. The
VMWE annotations were automatically annotated by the systems that took
part in the shared task and performed according to the same guidelines.
The current version of the PARSEME-IT corpus (1.1) represents a substantial improve-
ment (Monti et al. 2018) in comparison to its first version (Monti, di Buono, and Sangati
2017) both in terms of categories of VMWEs taken into account for the annotation and
total amount of annotated VMWEs.
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Table 3 presents the statistics of the various categories of VMWEs in the PARSEME-
It corpus 1.022, where only five categories were taken into account, namely ID (cor-
responding to the current VID category), IReflV (corresponding to the current IRV
category), LVC, VPC and a OTH category for the VMWEs which could not be included
in the previous categories. This version of the PARSEME-It corpus encompasses 1,954
VMWE annotations.
Table 3
PARSEME-It corpus version 1.0
Sent. Tokens VMWE ID IReflV LVC VPC OTH
15728 387325 1954 913 580 395 62 4
Table 4, instead, shows information about the corpus version 1.1 released for the
second edition of the PARSEME shared task, where a total amount of 3,754 VMWEs are
annotated.
Table 4
PARSEME-It corpus version 1.1
Lang-split Sent. Tokens Avg. length VMWE VID IRV LVC VPC IAV MVC LS.ICV
IT-train 13555 360883 26.6 3254 1098 942 691 66 414 23 20
IT-dev 917 32613 35.5 500 197 106 119 19 44 6 9
IT-test 1256 37293 29.6 503 201 96 129 23 41 5 8
IT-Total 15728 430789 27.3 4257 1496 1144 939 108 499 34 37
PARSEME-It VMWE corpus 1.1. includes i) the manually annotated training set, ii)
manually annotated development set and finally iii) the automatically annotated test
set. For each of those morphosyntactic data (parts of speech, lemmas, morphological
features and/or syntactic dependencies) are also provided.
The data have been annotated using the official parseme-tsv format (Figure 4),
adapted from the CoNLL format.
In the official parseme-tsv format, as described in Savary et al. (2017), the informa-
tion about each token is represented by 4 tab-separated columns featuring:r the position of the token in the sentence or a range of positions (e.g., 1-2) in
case of multiword tokens such as contractions;r the token surface form;r an optional flag indicating that the current token is adjacent to the next
one;r an optional VMWE code composed of the VMWE’s consecutive number in
the sentence and – for the initial token in a VMWE – its category (e.g., 2:ID
22 The corpus is provided in the parseme tsv format, inspired by the CONLL-U format https://typo.uni-
konstanz.de/parseme/index.php/2-general/184-parseme-shared-task-format-of-the-final-annotation
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Figure 4
Example of annotated data in parseme-tsv format
if a token starts an idiom which is the second VMWE in the current
sentence).
In the case of nested, coordinated or overlapping VMWEs multiple codes are separated
with a semicolon. Furthermore, in order to provide data usable as features in the
shared task systems, also companion files in a format close to CoNLL-U 23 have been
released. These companion files contain extra linguistic information, i.e., lemmas, POS-
tags, morphological features, and syntactic dependencies.
Measuring inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is not a trivial task because of the chal-
lenges posed by VMWEs and described in the Introduction. Yet, for most languages,
including Italian, the majority of the corpus has been annotated by a single annotator
because of time and resource constraints. Thus, a small representative part of the corpus
has been annotated by two annotators in order to calculate the IAA. The proposed IAA
measures intend to assess different aspects, such as the resulting annotation, as well as
the effort required in the annotation task and the guidelines and methodology applied.
The available IAA results for the first edition of the PARSEME Shared Task, organized
per-VMWE F-score (Funit), estimated Cohen’s K (Kunit) and finally standard K(Kcat)
(Savary et al. 2017) scores are presented in Table 5.
To measure the unitising value 24 the MWE-based F-score (Funit), as defined in Savary
et al. (2017), has been calculated on one annotator with respect to the other considering
the double-annotated data.
As noted by Markantonatou et al. (2018), measuring IAA, especially for Cohen’s kappa
(κunit), is not straightforward due to the lack of negative examples, namely spans formed
of combination of a verb with other tokens (of any length) in a sentence for which both
annotators agreed that they are not VMWEs. To reduce the bias in this measure with
23 http://universaldependencies.org/format.htm
24 Unitising is referred to the identification of the boundaries of a VMWE in the text;
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Table 5
IAA scores for PARSEME-It VMWE corpus 1.0: #S, and #T show the number of sentences and
tokens in the corpora used for measuring the IAA, respectively. #A1 and #A2 refer to the number
of VMWE instances annotated by each of the annotators.
#S #T #A1 #A2 Funit κunit κcat
IT 2000 52639 336 316 0.417 0.331 0.78
reference to the F-score, the total number of possible VMWE candidates in the corpus
has been assumed to be equivalent to the number of verbs, which is actually higher than
the number of sentences and nevertheless estimated as the number of sentences plus the
VMWE annotated at least by one annotator (Savary et al. 2017).
The standard κ (κcat) is applied to calculate the agreement on categorization, considering
just the double-annotated VMWE spans. Italian, as other languages in the PARSEME
annotation task, e.g., Spanish25, shows low IAA scores, especially in unitising.
Table 6 shows the IAA scores for the second edition of PARSEME-It VMWE corpus.
Table 6
IAA scores for PARSEME-It VMWE corpus 1.1
#S #A1 #A2 Fspan κspan κcat
IT 1000 341 379 0.586 0.550 0.882
The IAA has been evaluated on a sample of 1,000 sentences, with A1 and A2 VMWEs
annotated by each annotator. Fspan is the F-measure between annotators, κspan is the
agreement on the annotation span and κcat is the agreement on the VMWE category
(Ramisch et al. 2018). Although the IAA values increased in the second annotation
campaign due to the presence of more fine-grained categories and better training of
the annotators, these values are not so high, which can be explained by several reasons:
(i) annotating some types of texts, i.e., Web texts in our corpus, are more difficult than
annotating other types of texts, e.g., newspaper; (ii) double-annotated samples are quite
small; (iii) guidelines and annotator training have to be improved. At any rate, these
results call for a deep analysis of the issues arisen during the annotation, as presented
in the following section.
7. Annotation Issues
In this section, we discuss the main annotation issues which emerged during the
annotation finalized at assessing the IAA in the second edition of the Shared task.
During this phase a set of 1,000 sentences was double-annotated by two different skilled
annotators. The two annotators annotated almost the same number of VMWEs, namely
ANNOTATOR1 341 VMWEs and ANNOTATOR2 379 VMWEs, but they completely
agreed on the number of constituents and category only in 191 cases. VMWE annotation
is a very hard task and disagreements occurred in different forms:
25 For IAA values for other languages, see Markantonatou et al. (2018).
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1. Partial matches (labeled): this type refers to disagreements concerning the
number of constituents of a VMWE labeled in the same way by both
annotators;
2. Exact matches (unlabeled): this type refers to disagreements concerning
the category of VMWE only;
3. Partial matches (unlabeled): this type refers to disagreements concerning
the number of constituents and the category of a VMWE;
4. Single-annotated occurrences: this type refers to VMWEs annotated only
by one annotator.
The disagreements will be discussed in the next subsections.
7.1 Partial Matches Labeled
A first source of disagreement is represented by the inclusion or exclusions of one or
more constituents of VMWEs. Differences in annotation arise in relation to the judgment
about the lexicalization of a component word of a VMWE, which might prove particu-
larly difficult in presence of determiners, adjectives, pronouns/clitics, negations. In 25
cases different decisions were taken by the annotators on whether these words were
part or not of VMWEs, resulting only in partial overlapping in the annotations, like in
the examples provided below.
Inclusion/exclusion of determiners. The example provided in (1) refers to the VMWE
dare aiuto (to help), which has been labeled as LVC.full by both annotators, but while
ANNOTATOR1 identified the VMWE as dare ... aiuto ANNOTATOR2 included the de-
terminer un as lexicalised constituent of the VMWE and therefore labeled dare un aiuto.
In fact, it is possible to test whether a determiner is lexicalized by searching alternatives
in dictionaries, corpora, or on the web. Borderline cases exist, in which alternatives
are rare but possible, specially for LVCs and decomposable VIDs. The general rule,
however, is that when alternatives are possible and the determiner varies, then it should
not be included in the annotation.
1. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 2
Se sarà vero è una questione che dovranno risolverla tra loro e se qualcuno
è a conoscenza dei fatti accaduti può dare un aiuto ad uno o all’altro
contendente.
(If it is true, they will have to solve the issue among themselves and if someone is
aware of the events that have occurred, they can help one or the other contender.)
Inclusion/exclusion of adjectives. Another example of disagreement between annota-
tors is given by the presence of an adjective which might be considered as part of a
VMWE although it is not completely fixed, as in example (2) where both annotators
identified the VID porre in ... luce but there was a different judgement with reference to
the adjective cattiva as being part or not of the lexicalised constituents of the VMWE.
This is due to the possibility to have alternative adjectives like buona as in porre in buona
luce or chiara as in porre in chiara luce. The problem to be solved in this respect is to decide
if the different adjectives convey a different meaning for the VMWE to be annotated.
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2. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 392
La stampa ha presentato la cosa in modo non corretto, ed alcuni
commentatori l’avevano utilizzata, ponendo in cattiva luce l’immagine
della Giolo, che si era limitata a fotografare per l’eventuale utilizzo in caso
di ricorso.
(The press presented this incorrectly, and some commentators had used it, putting
in a bad light the image of Giolo, who limited herself to take pictures for a possible
use in case of appeal.)
Inclusion/exclusion of negations. Negations are usually also considered non lexicalized.
However, this is not always the case and they might also represent a source of different
judgments between annotators. For instance, the VID non fare una cippa, a substandard
expression with the meaning of ’don’t do anything’ in example (3) presents a lexicalised
negation which nevertheless causes some doubts in ANNOTATOR1 who does not
annotate it as part of the VMWE.
3. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 408
A me sembra, da esterna che segue da anni la manifestazione perchè a
Rovigo quest’anno a mio parere non hanno fatto una cippa che stiate
cercando di spremere un limone già secco.
(It seems to me, who has been following the event for years from outside since, in
my opinion, they haven’t done a bit in Rovigo this year, that you are trying to
squeeze an already dry lemon.)
Inclusion/exclusion of clitics. Clitics also challenge very often judgments as to whether
they are part or not of VMWEs like in fare le spese. In example (4) only ANNOTATOR2
annotated the non-reflexive clitic -ne as a constituent of a VID, considering it as a fixed
element of the VMWE.
4. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 492
è tutto uno scaricabarile... e a farne le spese sono i ragazzi.
(it’s all passing the buck ... and the boys are the ones who pay for it.)
Inclusion/exclusion of pronouns. Pronouns, indeed are also usually non-lexicalised
since they can vary, but example (5) caused another disagreement as to whether the
pronoun is a constituent or not of a VMWE. Here the judgment of the annotator that
included the personal dative pronoun ti in the annotation of the VMWE stare bene
probably is based on the idea that the meaning of the VMWE stare bene a qualcuno (to
look good on someone) is different from the meaning of stare bene (to feel well). In this
case, the presence of the pronoun conveys a completely different meaning although it
is not invariable as other personal pronouns are equally acceptable, e.g. (mi/ti/gli/...) sta
bene.
5. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 966
Certo che ti sta proprio bene... è questa la sorpresa?
(It looks good on you ... is this the surprise?)
Mistakes in annotations. In the category of partial matches labeled there are also 4
mistakes, such as annotation of single words instead of multiwords, or un-annotated
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elements of a VMWE. For instance, in example (6) ANNOTATOR1 did not annotate the
verb of the VID mettete, while ANNOTATOR2 annotated it.
6. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 646
Perché non ne abbiamo già abbastanza di fastidi tra Spinello e Barbujani e
vi ci mettete anche voi?
(Don’t we have enough of annoyances between Spinello and Barbujani and do you
contribute too?)
7.2 Exact Matches Unlabeled
In this case, annotators identify the same constituents but disagree on the category
of VMWEs. The disagreements (18 cases) mainly concern LVCs (full and cause) and
VPCs (full and semi): these categories are very fine-grained and pose some problems
in the assessment of the grade of non- compositionality. Another frequent source of
disagreement concerns different decisions as to whether a VMWE belongs to the VID
or LVC category(both full and cause). Disagreements concerning exact matches were
eliminated in version 1.2 of the corpus 26.
VPC. As already mentioned, in fully non-compositional VPC (VPC.full) the change in
the meaning of the verb goes significantly beyond adding the meaning of the particle:
like for buttare giù with the meaning of to swallow. In semi-non-compositional VPCs
(VPC.semi), the particle adds a partly predictable but non-spatial meaning to verb: like
in lasciare dietro with the meaning of to leave behind. The LVC mettere insieme causes some
uncertainties as to whether it is a VPC.full (ANNOTATOR1) or a VPC.semi (ANNOTA-
TOR2).
7. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 7
... ringrazio il sindaco Barbujani e la giunta che ha permesso di mettere
insieme un programma di tutto rispetto.
(I thank Mayor Barbujani and the council that made it possible to put together a
very respectable program.)
LVC. The verb is "light" in that it contributes to the meaning of the whole only by bearing
morphological features: person, number, tense, mood, as well as morphological aspects.
This implies that the syntactic subject of the verb is the semantic argument of the noun
27. In this case, we annotate the construction as LVC.full like in fare una presentazione
(to make a presentation). If the verb is "causative" in that it indicates that the subject of
the verb is the cause or source of the event or state expressed by the noun, the VMWE
should be annotated as LVC.cause like in dare le vertigini (to make dizzy). In example
(8) annotators do not agree on the LVC type of the verb dare fiducia and ANNOTATOR1
labels it as LVC.cause while ANNOTATOR2 as LVC.full.
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La nostra volontà la vogliamo portare in Consiglio Comunale approvando
il PAT, che è a portata di mano, che è in dirittura d’arrivo e servirà dare
fiducia ai cittadini.
(We want to bring our will to the City Council by approving the PAT, which is
close at hand, which is in the home stretch and will serve to trust citizens.)
Disagreement about VID and LVC. A frequent disagreement between the annotators
concerned the VID and LVC categories, like example (9) where the VMWE fare la parte
was annotated as a VID by ANNOTATOR1 and as a LVC by ANNOTATOR2. This
uncertainty may be due to different judgments given to the tests applied in the decision
process. In particular the annotators might have taken different decisions with respect
to some tests concerning VIDs, like Test VID.2 - [LEX] - Lexical inflexibility: this test
requires to assess whether the regular replacement of one of the components by related
words taken from a relatively large semantic class leads to ungrammaticality or to an
unexpected change in meaning, for instance in this case whether the replacement of
the verb fare with sostenere or of the determiner la with the indefinite article una leads
to different meanings. In case of a negative answer, annotators should have taken Test
VID.3 - [MORPH] - Morphological inflexibility which requires to assess whether regular
morphological change that would normally be allowed by general grammar rules leads
to ungrammaticality or to an unexpected change in meaning, for instance, whether
fare le parti has a different meaning with respect to fare la parte. Therefore, while AN-
NOTATOR1 answered positively to one of the abovementioned tests, ANNOTATOR2
answered negatively to them and answered positively to one of the tests for LVCs28.
9. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 425
Lasciate lavorare la maggioranza e lasciate l’opposizione fare la parte che
gli compete.
(Let the majority work and let the opposition do its part.)
7.3 Partial Matches unlabeled
The only case of partial match unlabeled concerns a different interpretation of the
VMWE both in terms of the number of constituents and category attribution. The exam-
ple (10) presents the VMWE buttarsi (nella calca) which was labeled by ANNOTATOR1
as buttar-si in la calca (VID) and by ANNOTATOR2 buttar-si (IRV).
10. Source: PARSEME-It VMWE 864
Chi è rimasto nei pressi della propria città approfittandone per sistemare
casa, alzandosi la mattina tardi, passeggiando per il corso attendendo il
venerdì sera per buttarsi nella calca del divertimento...
(Those who stayed close to their city taking advantage of it to settle home, getting
up late in the morning, walking along the street waiting for Friday evening to mix
in the crowd of fun ...)
28 https://parsemefr.lis-lab.fr/parseme-st-guidelines/1.1/?page=lvc#decision-tree-lvc
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7.4 Single-Annotated Occurrences
The main problems of disagreement lie in the high number of VMWEs annotated by
only one annotator: 250 cases split in 106 for ANNOTATOR1 and 144 for ANNOTA-
TOR2 (Table 7).
Table 7
Single-annotated occurrences for each category
IAV VID MVC LVC.full LVC.cause VPC.full VPC.semi IRV LS.ICV
28 66 5 72 10 11 1 47 10
From these figures, it emerges very clearly that the most problematic VMWE
category is represented by LVCs. One possible reason is that the verbs of LVCs are
very common ones such as fare (fare ricorsi, fare errori), dare (dare allucinazioni, dare
informazioni), prendere (prendere visione), avere (avere difficoltà, avere esperienza) and since
these verbs share the same meaning with other lexical constructions which are not LVCs,
annotators may not identify them as such. For instance, the verb avere does not change
its meaning from avere una sedia (non-VMWE) to avere difficoltà (VMWE). Besides, it is
clear from the annotations that sometimes meaning-preserving variants of a (candidate)
VMWE such as verbal expressions with analytical tenses and modals, like in hanno preso
una decisione, nominal groups (headed by nominal complements from the prototypical
VMWEs) with relative clauses (e.g., i cuori che abbiamo spezzato), non-finite verbal clauses
(e.g., decisioni prese precedentemente), diathesis alternation (decisioni importanti sono state
prese) may cause problems in the identification of VMWEs. Also, VID seems to be quite
problematic (66 cases): our intuition about this type of disagreement is that some VIDs
are not considered sufficiently established in the common vocabulary such as mettere
su pignatta but also because it is often challenging to distinguish VIDs when only one
dependent of the head verb is lexicalized or when they occur in variants which, as
already stated, might cause overlooking VMWEs and inattentions in the annotation.
8. Linguistic Observations
In this section, we discuss some linguistic observations on IRVs and VIDs, which are
very productive categories, and a comparison between LVC and IAV, as their catego-
rization may rise some borderline cases. Even though it is an interesting phenomenon,
we do not offer a deep analysis on the status of VPCs in Italian since the number
of occurrences in the PARSEME-It VMWE corpus is not so high and, therefore, not
representative. In fact, as a Romance language, Italian was expected not to exhibit VPCs,
but several dozens of VPC annotations do occur in the corpus, e.g., volata via (lit. ‘flew
part’ → slipped away), tira fuori (lit. ‘he pulls part’ → he shows), or va avanti (lit. ‘go
part’→ go on). This shows the possibly ambiguous status of the element co-occurring
with the verb, that is, in previous examples, via (by/away), avanti (on/forward), fuori
(out/outside), which can be either adverbs or particles, triggering the VID or the VPC
category, respectively. These constructions require to be examined more closely, thus a
higher number of occurrences in the corpus is required.
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8.1 Very productive VMWEs: IRVs and VID
As described in Monti et al. (2018), IRVs and VID represent very productive categories
in Italian which pose some classification issues due to their specific characteristics.
With reference to IRVs, the first source of ambiguity in the annotation process is
the presence of the clitic pronoun si in that in Italian it may be used in three types of
different constructions: i) reflexive, ii) impersonal, iii) inherent.
In order to exclude from the annotation reflexive verbs as IRVs, we consider that in
reflexive constructions, the clitic pronoun si marks the reflexive or reciprocal construc-
tion, that is, the clitic plays the role of self in English and can be paraphrased by
means of either an anaphoric expression which stands for se stesso (oneself) or a mutual
expression which refers to gli uni e gli altri (these and those).
To prevent the annotation of impersonal constructions, not belonging to the IRV class,
we observe that in these cases the clitic si co-occurs with either an intransitive verb or
a transitive verb in third person singular. In these occurrences, both classes, originally
presenting one or two arguments, reduce their usual number of valency slots to zero,
namely they present an empty subject slot, as they convey an absolute and universal
meaning expressed by a generic and underspecified subject, e.g., si muore (lit. *dies itself
→ dying), si pensa (lit. *thinks itself→ thinking).
Furthermore, as already stated previously, inherent uses of the pronoun si are annotated
as IRVs, if the verb without the clitic does not exist, e.g., vergognarsi (to feel ashamed),
or if the verb without the clitic does exist and conveys a very different meaning, e.g.,
raffreddarsi (to get a cold), raffreddare (to cool down).
Another relevant aspect to consider in the classification of IRVs is the presence of an
implicit thematic role due to the fact that the action includes two different entities with
different thematic properties but with the same reference, e.g., in guardarsi (to look at
oneself) the clitic signals the presence of coreference between the first argument and the
second one.
Among sources of mis-classification of IRVs, we notice that the presence of unaccusative
constructions (Perlmutter 1978) may generate ambiguity. In fact, in these occurrences,
formed through a pseudo-reflexive construction, the clitic, usually representing an overt
marker of reduced transitivity, e.g., sedersi (to sit down), is not marked by the accusative
case. Unaccusative verbs may be distinguished by applying both semantic and syntactic
criteria. Semantically, unaccusative verbs are characterized in that their meaning stands
for a change of state, in other words these verbs express telicity, as sedersi. From a
syntactic point of view, these verbs select a specific temporal auxiliary verb, that is they
combine with be, while unergative constructions use the verb have.
In some cases, IRVs occur in idiomatic constructions and their meaning is affected
by the presence of new elements, such as in guardarsi bene da (to be careful not to).
Consequently the annotation of such occurrences is subjected to the evaluation of
characteristics related to VID, as the low variability, the presence of semantic non-
compositional meaning, and the literal-idiomatic ambiguity.
In the VID class, the non-compositionality property is prototypical such as in
battersi all’ultimo sangue (lit. ‘to fight till the last blood’) which means to fight to the last.
Despite their meaning is opaque, sometimes VIDs may have both a literal and idiomatic
meaning and the boundaries between them are difficult to trace. For instance, avere gli
occhi bendati (lit. ‘to have the eyes covered’) has both a literal meaning and an idiomatic
one and in this latter case it should be translated in English as to be blindfold.
According to Vietri (2014c), it is possible to classify ordinary-verb VIDs, namely VIDs
which present a semantically full verb, on the basis of their definitional structure,
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identified by means of the arguments required by the operators. In the case of VID,
the operator consists of the verb and the fixed element(s), while the argument may be
the subject and/or a free complement. The fixed dependent can be of different types:
r Subject, e.g., un uccellino mi ha detto (a bird told me)r Direct object, e.g., tirare le cuoia (kick the bucket)r Circumstantial or adverbial complement, e.g., prendere qualcosa con le pinze
(to take something with a pinch of salt)
VIDs can be formed also by constructions based on the use of support verbs, namely
avere (to have), e.g., avere fegato (lit. ‘to have leaver’ → to have guts) essere (to be), e.g.,
essere a cavallo (to be golden) and fare (to make), e.g., fare lo gnorri (to play fool). The
main difference between this class of VID and the one formed by ordinary verbs is that
support verbs are semantically empty, and, for this reason, this class of VID presents
a high degree of lexical and syntactic variability. This type of variability is retrievable
in aspectual variants, production of causative constructions, possible deletion of the
support verb which causes complex nominalizations (Vietri 2014a).
8.2 Borderline cases: LVC and IAV compared
During the annotation process, other borderline cases were identified in two categories,
namely LVC and IAV29, used in the second edition of the shared task.
As previously stated, the former, already annotated in the first edition of the task,
has been modified to account for a more fine-grained distinction, i.e., it has been split
into LVC.full and LVC.cause.
On one hand, LVC.full accounts for occurrences in which the verb contributes to
the MWE meaning in that it bears only morphological features, namely person, number,
tense, mood, as well as morphological aspect. This implies that the syntactic subject of
the verb is the semantic argument of the noun. Such a definition of LVC is different
from the one usually proposed by many authors (Hopper and Traugott 2003; Hacker
1958; Hook 1991, 1993) for two main aspects. At first, we do not include aspectual
support verbs, unless the aspect is morphological. We do not consider aspectual verbs
contributing to a change of the MWE meaning, (e.g., iniziare→ to start ) since, despite
the fact they are very productive, they do not form interesting VMWEs (Savary et al.
2017). Therefore, we annotate occurrences in which a predicative noun, e.g., passeggiata
(walk), co-occurs with a light verb, e.g., fare, such in fare una passeggiata (have a walk),
nevertheless discarding occurrences with aspectual verbs, e.g., iniziare una passeggiata
(to start a walk). Then, in addition to the standard definition, we take into account also
verbs presenting a light semantics per se, which are not considered bleached support
verbs. In this perspective, the occurrence commettere un suicidio (to commit a suicide)
passes all tests and may be accounted as an LVC.full in that it preserves its meaning
defined by the presence of any negatively charged achievement noun, e.g. suicide,
crime, fraud, felony.
29 This section is partially based on the analysis presented by Caruso in Monti et al. (2018).
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On the other hand, LVC.cause constructions, expected to be less idiomatic than
other VMWEs, can be understood as complex predicates with a causal support verb30.
In these occurrences, the verb is considered causative when the subject of V is the cause
or the main source of the event or state expressed by the noun, e.g., dare il mal di testa (to
give a headache). LVC.cause constructions may involve:r verbs that are typically used to express the cause of predicative nouns in
general (e.g., cause, provoke)r verbs that are only used to express the cause of particular predicative
nouns (e.g., grant in to grant a right).
Some new tests have been added to account for these subcategories, which heavily
rely on the notion of semantic arguments. These tests aim at distinguishing cases in
which: (i) the noun is predicative; (ii) the verb’s subject is a noun’s semantic argument;
(iii) the verb presents a light semantics; (iv) the verb reduction is applicable; (v) the
verb’s subject is the noun’s cause.
As already described, IAVs are a special optional and experimental category, and
correspond to what is also sometimes called in English prepositional verbs, as they
consist of a verb or VMWE and an idiomatic selected preposition or postposition. Since
in some cases the idiomatic adpositional valency, namely when the co-occurrence of
a verb with an adposition opens a slot for an argument, may be mistaken with verb-
particle constructions, a language-specific test, mainly concerning English and German,
has been provided. Generally speaking, these two phenomena can be distinguished by
analyzing the adposition behaviour. If it can occur after the object, e.g., to wake somebody
up, then the adposition is a particle and the group can not be categorized as IAV. If the
adposition cannot occur after the object, as in *to come something across, then the MWE
belongs to the IAV category.
During the annotation trial, the IAV category has proved to be advantageous to
cover a rich inventory of VMWEs in Italian, but some issues have also emerged, partic-
ularly with respect to the LVC verbs, which also account for combinations of verbs plus
prepositions. Prototypical examples of IAV collected so far include the following:r Tendere a + N (to be inclined to something), base form tendere (to stretch),
e.g., Maria tende alla depressione (Maria tends to be depressed);r Tendere a + V (to be inclined to something), e.g., Maria tende a dimagrire
(Maria tends to loose weight);r Puntare su + N (to bet), base form puntare (to stick), e.g., puntare su
qualcuno/qualcosa.
These examples exhibit clear semantic changes from the non-adpositional base form
of the verb; moreover, the preposition cannot be omitted in questions, thus proving to
be part of the verb, as in the following example.
11. Maria tende sempre ad esagerare. (Maria always tends to overstate)
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Less prototypical IAV examples include verb instances exhibiting semantic changes
pivoted by the arguments they combine with, like andare in (both to go to and to become),
or sapere di (to smell and to know about). The type of semantic interaction at stake,
called co-composition in the Generative Lexicon31, is realized when "the complements
carry information which acts on the governing verb, essentially taking the verb as
an argument and shifting its event type" (Pustejovsky 1995). For instance, andare in
denotes directed motion when combined with proper or common place nouns like in
andare in città/montagna/America, (to go to the city/mountain/America); or the medium
of motion, when combined with vehicles names, like in vado in bici/Ferrari (I ride my
bike/drive my Ferrari). However, with nouns denoting states, like andare in estasi (to be-
come absorbed) or andare in panico (to panic), the verb acquires the aspectual meaning of
to go into the state X, and cannot be classified as an LVC. With names referring to events,
instead, like andare in soccorso (lit. ‘to go in assistance’), the original spatial semantics
bleaches by interacting with the name meaning: actually to go into the event X denotes the
action expressed by the predicative name and can be classified as an LVC. Therefore, a
more fine-grained analysis is needed in order to annotate these categories appropriately,
and capture significant semantic differences. As a counter-example, giving evidence to
the broad coverage of the IAV class, one can refer to portare a (carry/bring to), because
its causative semantics, derived from an original spatial meaning, remains unchanged
in different lexical and syntactic contexts. Both with nouns denoting a state (e.g., portare
alla follia, lit. ‘to bring someone to madness’), with those referring to events (portare a
ebollizione, lit. ‘to bring something to boiling point’), and with full-sentence arguments
(portare a conoscere, lit. ‘to bring someone know something’) portare a preserves its
causative meaning.
9. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we described a linguist resource of Italian VMWEs, developed within
the PARSEME Shared Task on Automatic Identification of VMWEs. To the best of
our knowledge, PARSEME-It represents the first annotated corpus for Italian VMWEs.
Firstly, we introduced current works focused on MWE processing from different per-
spectives, i.e., linguistic studies and NLP applications. Then, we described aims and
methodologies used within the PARSEME Cost Action to define the research objects and
to identify such linguistic phenomena. Subsequently, we described the development of
the PARSEME-It VMWE corpus and the VMWE categories we took into account within
the framework of the PARSEME Shared Task on Automatic Identification of VMWEs
(Savary et al. 2017; Ramisch et al. 2018).
Then, we discussed the annotation guidelines together with the identification tests and
the category decision trees applied to identify and classify VMWEs. The PARSEME-
It VMWE corpus is based on a selection of texts, formed by approx. 16,000 sentences
(corresponding to 430,789 tokens) taken from the PAISÀ corpus of Italian web texts. The
annotation process together with the IAA is presented. A deep analysis of the issues
arisen during the double-annotation task shows the disagreement cases in IAA scores.
Several sources of disagreement have been identified, namely partial matches labeled,
exact matches unlabeled, partial matches unlabeled, and finally VMWE annotations by
only one annotator. Yet, among the annotated occurrences, we proposed an analysis of
productive categories, i.e., IRVs and VIDs, and a comparison of LVC and IAV categories.
31 Co-composition has been called accommodation in more recent works (Pustejovsky 2013).
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Due to the high complexity of this type of phraseological units, we consider this work an
initial contribution for elaborating an Italian universal terminology of VMWEs, which
could ease the challenge of MWE automatic processing, in particular verbal ones.
Furthermore, the analysis of these linguistic phenomena could represent the founda-
tion for semantic representation, suitable to encompass cross-lingual comparisons and
applications.
Future work includes the extension of the current corpus and a fine-grained linguistic
analysis of the annotation in order to contribute to the description of these phenomena,
increasing the quality of multilingual dictionaries and allowing their full integration
into emerging language technologies (LTs). These technologies are based on a seman-
tic formalized representation, which encodes several levels of linguistic information,
suitable to guarantee the interoperability among resources from different sources and
languages.
The properties of verbal multiword expressions in Italian may contribute to improving
their semantic representation according to W3C standards used in current LTs, namely
the OntoLex Lemon model32. This model aims at providing a rich linguistic grounding
for ontologies, including the representation of morphological and syntactic properties of
lexical entries as well as the syntax-semantics interface, i.e., the meaning of these lexical
entries with respect to an ontology or vocabulary (McCrae et al. 2017). The use of this
type of formalization to describe linguistic data and resources represents a straight way
to contribute to the development of a Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) cloud33,
creating, sharing, and (re-)using language resources in accordance with Linked Data
principles (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2008).
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